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Abstract

The tutorial will provide a comprehensive overview of how to make data center design and opera-
tion more sustainable using several mechanisms: (a) smart management of power/thermal/cooling at
all levels, (b) replacing overdesign at all levels with leaner designs coupled with smarter control, and
(c) enabling the use of variable sources of renewable energy. The tutorial will provide a comprehen-
sive coverage of these issues starting with the basics of data center architecture and power/thermal
management and illustrate ideas with an example of how to adapt operations in the face of varying
energy supply and demands. The tutorial shall also expose a number of challenges in making data
centers more sustainable.

1 Basic Information

• Speaker: Dr. Krishna Kant

• Aims/Learning objectives;

1. Elucidate sustainability issues and understand challenges in sustainable design and operation
of data centers.

2. Discuss need for holistic and coordinated treatment of major power and thermal issues in data
centers from server components (CPU, memory, NIC, ...) to data center wide management.

3. Introduce energy adaptive computing (EAC) as a paradigm to address sustainability issues
and exploitation of renewable energy in data centers. Illustrated with a concrete example of
dynamic adaptation in an environment with varying energy supply and demands.

• Duration: Half day (about 3.5 hours).

• Content and Audience

1. Target audience: Researchers, engineers, and graduate students interested in understanding
the emerging sustainability and energy efficiency issues at all levels of data centers.

2. Content Level & Prerequisites: Much of the material is at intermediate level – suitable for
those who have a working knowledge of computer systems. In particular, it is assumed
that the attendees possess basic knowledge in computer architecture, operating systems,
networking, and performance evaluation.
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• Relevance to HPCA: The area of power/thermal management from chips to entire data centers
has been of direct interest to HPCA attendees for some time. However, as the need for data
centers continues to expand and both the IT and electricity infrastructures involve integration
of highly distributed and heterogenous facilities, it is becoming critical to account for a variety
of sustainability issues as well. Some of these issue include impact of variable energy sources
for operating data centers, increasingly disruptive climate related events, and rapidly expanding
life-cycle energy footprint of the IT infrastructure. This tutorial attempts to fill this gap. Since
sustainability is a rather new and immature field, the tutorial also envisions to spur thought
processes that would hopefully lead to more research and development into various aspects of
making data centers more enviornmentally friendly while continuing to support increasingly higher
computational capabilities.

• Tutorial History: An earlier version of the tutorial was presented at the US Supercomputing
conference held in Portland, OR in Nov 2009. This version was focused only on power/thermal
management in data centers. The tutorial was attended by about 60 people and was very well
received.

A more recent version was presented at the International Supercomputing Conference (ISC) in
Hamburg, June 2011. It was attended by about 30 people and was again well received. The
ISC version significantly enhanced the presentation based on author’s work on energy adaptive
computing and brought in the sustainability focus to the tutorial. This version is available at
www.kkant.net/tutorials/

The version to be presented at HPCA will further enhance this with the issues related to inter-
dependence between IT and energy infrastructures. The presentation will also be tuned further
based on the needs of HPCA and additional work in the literature.

2 Tutorial Description

Data centers form the backbone for supporting increasingly sophisticated computing required at all
levels from small mobile devices involved in social networking to large scale problem solving such as
drug discovery or climate modeling. The increasing computing power results in increasing energy usage,
which has a number of direct and indirect impacts starting with the unsustainable power density at the
chip level to large carbon footprint and natural resource usage at the data center level. The purpose of
this tutorial is to present a holistic view of issues of energy efficiency and sustainability in this context.
Since the need for energy efficiency is well recognized by now, this tutorial will focus on bringing in the
larger sustainability issues and show how they can be considered in the design and operation of data
centers.

The tutorial will start with an overview of architecture of data centers and point out various sources
of energy wastage in data centers including power conversion, distribution and delivery, cooling and
thermal management, semiconductor related power losses, and software inefficiencies. Continuing with
the background, the tutorial will then address basics of power management including power states from
individual components to the system level and their characteristics. It will then introduce three basic
mechanisms to manage power: (a) use of sleep states at various levels of granularity, (b) use of active low-
power states, and (c) “width” control, i.e., controlling number of active copies of a component type. The
tutorial will then consider power/thermal management at data center level and discuss issues in cooling,
airflow management, power delivery and distribution, etc. and corresponding modeling issues. Next, the
it will address the larger sustainability issues including overdesign & overprovisioning of infrastructure
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at all levels, water wastage in chiller plants, impact of large power draw from the grid, etc. The tutorial
will show how data center design could be made more sustainabile by substituting smarter control for
overdesign, minimizing use of natural resources, and using locally produced renewable energy. It will
illustrate the ideas with a concrete example of adaptation to varying demands and energy availability
and expose the challenges of adaptation in various environments.

The final part of the tutorial will consider the challenges brought about by three emerging phe-
nomena: (a) increasingly disruptive and larger scale events, likely triggered by climate change, (b)
increasingly the large integration of IT infrastructures (e.g., geographically distributed data centers
that cooperate to provide ubiquitous cloud computing capabilities), and (c) wide-scale distributed en-
ergy generation integrated into the electric grid. The tutorial will elaborate on the availability and
reliability challenges brought about by this combination and some ways to address them.

The rough outline of the tutorial is as follows:

1. Architectural overview of data centers including servers, storage, data center network, inband/out-
of-band management infrastructure, cooling and power distribution infrastructure. This overview
will also point out sources of energy wastage and their causes at all levels.

2. Basic relationships between voltage, speed, power, temperature, and cooling. Power manage-
ment basics including active and passive power states at various levels and basic power/thermal
management algorithms. Power measurement and estimation issues, especially for virtualized
environments.

3. Power delivery and cooling: Smart power supplies and smart VRs (voltage regulators) and chal-
lenges in their control and corresponding performance issues. Rack/Chassis level power delivery,
power capping and emergency rideout issues. Basic thermal and cooling modeling, coordinated
cooling and power control, cooling aware task scheduling, and management plane issues for servers.

4. Sustainability Issues in data center design: overdesign and its impact, Energy and thermal adaptive
computing paradigm to enable frugal designs to provide required QoS and use variable sources
of (renewable) energy. Illustration of energy adaptive computing using a concrete example with
varying supply and demands.

5. A discussion of challenges in adaptation for various components and in various environment in-
cluding (a) adaptation of computing, storage and network infrastructure, (b) end-to-end adaption
(client, network, data-center), and (c) adaptation in cloud computing environment. The purpose
of this part is provide food-for-thought to spur further research in the area.

6. A discussion of impact of distribued energy generation and its use to power data centers and other
IT infrastructures. It will be shown that the variability of renewable sources makes a distributed
power network more prone to blackouts and load shedding, and tolerating large scale disruptions
requires special considerations in designing and operating a collection of data centers.

3 Speaker Biography

Krishna Kant received his Ph.D. degree in Computer Science from The University of Texas at Dallas
in 1981. Since May 1997- April 2008 he worked at Intel Corp where he worked on a variety of Internet
and data center issues, especially power and thermal issues at various levels. Since April 2008 he has
been on the staff of National Science Foundation (NSF), where he adminsters the computer systems
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research (CSR) program in the CISE directorate. He also represents CISE in the emerging NSF wide
sustainability programs. He is currently on a research professor position with George Mason University,
Fairfax VA where he works on cloud computing security issues. From 1992-97, he was with Network
Services Performance and Control group at Bellcore, Red Bank, NJ. Prior to 1992 he was he was an
associate professor of computer science at the Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA. He is
the author of a highly regarded book titled Introduction to Computer System Performance Evaluation
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1992). He has published extensively in conferences and journals in a variety
of areas of computer science and engineering. His current areas of research interest include energy
efficient and sustainable computing, cloud computing security, and robustness in the Internet.

David Du received a Ph.D. degree from University of Washington (Seattle) in 1981. He joined
University of Minnesota as a faculty since 1981. He is currently the Qwest Chair Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering at University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. He has served as a Program Director
(IPA) at National Science Foundation CISE/CNS Division from March 2006 to September 2008. Dr. Du
has a wide range of research expertise including multimedia computing, mass storage systems, high-speed
networking, sensor networks, cyber security, high-performance file systems and I/O, database design,
and CAD for VLSI circuits. He has authored and co-authored over 200 technical papers including 100
referred journal publications in these research areas. Dr. Du is an IEEE Fellow (since 1998) and a
Fellow of the Minnesota Supercomputer Institute. He is currently serving on the Editorial Boards of
several international journals. He has served as conference chair and program committee chair for a
number of conferences in the past. Most recently he is the Conference Chair for IEEE Symposium on
Security and Privacy 2009, Program Co-Chair for International Conference on Parallel Processing 2009
and Conference General Chair of IEEE Conference on Distributed Computing Systems 2011.

4 Tutorial Resources

The tutorial will be based on the extensive experience of the authors in power/thermal issues and the
extensive literature on the subject. Some of the work of authors relevant to the tutorial is listed below:

1. K. Kant, “Sustainability Considerations in Network Design and Operation”, invited talk at ICCCN
2011, Maui, Hawaii, Aug 2011.

2. K. Kant, M. Murugan and D. Du, “Willow: A Control System for Energy and Thermal Adaptive
Computing”, Proc. of IPDPS 2011

3. K. Kant, “Multistate Power Management of Communication Links”, Proc. of COMSNET 2010.

4. K. Kant, “A Control Scheme for Batching DRAM Requests to Improve Power Efciency”, Accepted
for Sigmetrics 2011.

5. K. Kant, N. Udar, R. Viswanathan, “Localization and Location Based Services in Data Centers”,
IEEE Network magazine, Nov 2008.

6. K. Kant, “Data Center Evolution A Tutorial on State of the Art, Issues, and Challenges”, Elsevier
Networks Journal, Dec 2009.

7. N. Manadagere and D. Du “Data Center Power Management”, submitted to ACM Computing
Survey
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8. N. Mandagere, J. Diehl and D. Du “GreenStor: Application-Aided Energy-Efficient Storage”,
Proc. of IEEE Mass Storage Systems and Technology 2007

9. D. Du Recent Advancement and Future Challenges of Storage Systems, Proceedings of IEEE, Vol.
96, No. 11, pp. 1875-1886, 2008 (invited paper)
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